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HG TECHNOLOGIES

HG Technologies Ltd. is a multi-faceted organization
driven by the belief that blockchain technology will
provide benefit and opportunity on a global scale. Each
pillar of our company is designed to interconnect and
support the others as we create our future together.
Beyond our demonstrated on-chain development for the
HashGuardians Universe RPG, we are proud to be a fully
licensed and regulated blockchain company capable of
partnering with leading corporations, world-wide.
After 18 months of dedicated work, we are in a position to
offer our experience, tools, and service for the greater
development of the Cardano ecosystem, all the while
maintaining the progress of our core gaming vision.
We are here and we want to help.

INTRODUCTION

HASHGUARIANS
NFT collections create fun,
engagement, and inspiration
for development while being
backed by an unparalleled
level of utility.

Gaming development drives
blockchain innovation, resulting
in new features and tools.
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INTERCONNECTED GROWTH

Blockchain tools create new possibilities
for the Cardano NFT ecosystem and the
HashGuardians community.

The HashGuardians Universe RPG is the driving
force behind the innovation and growth of
HG Technologies.
Tasked with forging a link between the blockchain
and gaming industries, our developers have made it
their mission to bring fully-integrated NFT gaming to
the Cardano Blockchain. Your NFT = Your Guardian.
Web 3.0 gaming is poised to be one of the most
disruptive technologies to hit the industry in years, and
we aim to be at the forefront of that market on Cardano.
Our mission is to create an engaging and entertaining
multiplayer environment connecting users from all walks of life.
A universe filled with a variety of creatures and characters,
built on the innovation and dedication of our team.
Earn rewards, play with friends, and bring your personal NFT to life!

HASHGUARDIANS GAMEPLAY

Read our Gameplay Whitepaper

There are many great minds building amazing content on
Cardano, but not every team has access to the expertise
and resources needed to bring their vision to life. This is
where we can help!
With our extensive blockchain experience and toolsets,
we are in a position to provide a variety of services to
further develop the Cardano ecosystem.
Whether a project is large or small, we believe everyone
should have the chance to reach their full potential.

NFT Solutions:

Live Reveal Minting System
Multiple Payment Methods
Free Claims / Mint Passes
Lootbox/Multipack NFT Opening
Non-custodial NFT & Token Staking

Game Development:

Wallet Integrations
Microsoft PlayFab Integration
Off-Chain Currency Utility
Unity/Blockchain Integration
Custom REST API Support

HG BLOCKCHAIN SERVICES

Business Services:

Cardano Financial Reporting Tools
Business Creation Advising
Promotional Art/Video Animation
Custom Art Design
Website Design

Want more information?
Contact us at info@HashGuardians.io

Catalysts for fun, inspiration, and community building, our NFT
collections serve as the entry points into the HashGuardians
Universe ecosystem.
Driven by the desire to build new functionality for NFTs, we are
constantly developing new tools, new content, and new ways for our
community to participate through their ownership.
Looking to maximize the utility benefits of your NFTs?
Check our our full lineup of HashGuardians NFTs - backed by an
unmatched level of development and rewards.
Enjoy the social fun and freedom of a quality PFP collection?
Check out the upcoming Rangers - a hybrid PFP collection that mixes
the community fun of NFTs with our proven utility.
Whether you own a Guardian, plan to mint the
upcoming Rangers, or both, the future is bright in the
HashGuardians Universe!

NFT COLLECTIONS

Our collections: HashGuardians | Rangers Concept

WANT TO LEARN MORE?
Whether you are interested in our blockchain
services, NFT collections, corporate
partnerships, or just want to say hello, please
do not hesitate to reach out!
Website: HashGuardians.io
Twitter: twitter.com/HashGuardians
Discord: discord.gg/HashGuardians
Email: info@HashGuardians.io

CONTACT INFORMATION
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